PN# XHWMBKT
HYBRID WALL MOUNT EAST MOUNT WALL BRACKET KIT
(ENCLOSURES MUST BE ANCHORED TO WALL)

PN# XHWBRUSHKIT
REAR SECTION BRUSH KIT
MOUNTS OVER 2.5" X 8.0" CUTOUT IN THE REAR SECTION

PN# XHWCOVERKIT
GASKETED COVER PLATE KIT
MOUNTS OVER FAN AREAS IN THE MID SECTION

PN# XHWMP01
VERTICAL CABLE MANAGER
MOUNT IN REAR SECTION USING BRACKETS
OR IN MID SECTION ON RAIL STRUTS

PN# XHWFANKIT115V
FAN KIT WITH (2) 115V FANS
(160 CFM TOTAL) MOUNT TO SIDE PANELS OF CENTER SECTION

TABLE
FIELD DATA | ENCLOSURE HEIGHT
--- | ---
24 | 24.000"
36 | 36.000"
48 | 48.000"

TABLE
FIELD DATA | ENCLOSURE HEIGHT
--- | ---
24 | 24.000"
36 | 36.000"
48 | 48.000"

PN# XHW_BBD
PLYWOOD BACKBOARD KIT
MOUNT IN REAR SECTION USING BRACKETS